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Abstract
Naturally occurring admixture has now been documented in every major primate lineage, suggesting its key role in primate evolutionary history. Active primate hybrid
zones can provide valuable insight into this process. Here, we investigate the history
of admixture in one of the best-studied natural primate hybrid zones, between yellow
baboons (Papio cynocephalus) and anubis baboons (Papio anubis) in the Amboseli
ecosystem of Kenya. We generated a new genome assembly for yellow baboon and
low-coverage genomewide resequencing data from yellow baboons, anubis baboons
and known hybrids (n = 44). Using a novel composite likelihood method for estimating local ancestry from low-coverage data, we found high levels of genetic diversity
and genetic differentiation between the parent taxa, and excellent agreement between
genome-scale ancestry estimates and a priori pedigree, life history and morphologybased estimates (r2 = 0.899). However, even putatively unadmixed Amboseli yellow
individuals carried a substantial proportion of anubis ancestry, presumably due to historical admixture. Further, the distribution of shared vs. fixed differences between a
putatively unadmixed Amboseli yellow baboon and an unadmixed anubis baboon,
both sequenced at high coverage, is inconsistent with simple isolation–migration or
equilibrium migration models. Our findings suggest a complex process of intermittent
contact that has occurred multiple times in baboon evolutionary history, despite no
obvious fitness costs to hybrids or major geographic or behavioural barriers. In combination with the extensive phenotypic data available for baboon hybrids, our results
provide valuable context for understanding the history of admixture in primates,
including in our own lineage.
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Introduction
Naturally occurring admixture is of great interest in
evolutionary biology as both a marker of the speciation
process and a potential mechanism of evolutionary
change (Anderson & Stebbins 1954; Lewontin & Birch
1966; Barton 1989, 2001; Arnold 1992, 1997; Grant &
Grant 1992; Rieseberg 1997). Long thought to be relatively rare in animals, genetic evidence has combined
with reports of hybrids in natural populations to suggest that, at least for some taxa, admixture may in fact
be quite common (Grant & Grant 1992; Arnold & Meyer
2006). Indeed, naturally occurring admixture has now
been documented in every major primate lineage, often
through direct observations in the field (Arnold &
Meyer 2006; Zinner et al. 2011). Meanwhile, interest in
human evolutionary history has motivated development
of a large suite of genomic tools for inferring admixture
in the distant past (e.g. Wall et al. 2009; Durand et al.
2011; Sankararaman et al. 2012). The emerging picture
suggests that recently diverged primate taxa frequently
mix when their populations come into contact and that
these events often produce viable and fertile offspring
(including for species that diverged >3 million years
ago: Cortes-Ortiz et al. 2007; Jolly et al. 1997). Studies
from active primate hybrid zones have demonstrated
the importance of social interactions and population
demographics in driving this process (Phillips-Conroy
& Jolly 1986; Beehner & Bergman 2006; Bergman et al.
2008; Tung et al. 2012).
Such systems provide living models for understanding the phenotypic causes and consequences of admixture in recently diverged primates, including the roles
played by social group composition and within-group
social interactions. Thus far, however, population genomic analyses of admixture in primates have been
uncoupled from the populations in which admixture
events have actually been observed (Becquet et al. 2007;
Yan et al. 2011; Prado-Martinez et al. 2013). Within these
populations, genetic analyses have been limited to relatively small marker sets, restricting insights about the
timing, rate and impact of admixture to the very recent
past. Thus, we have little sense of whether the evolutionary scenarios suggested by these data are consistent
with the long-term history of admixture. For example,
in hybrid zones between members of the baboon genus
Papio, observations of naturally occurring hybridization
have been variably interpreted as evidence of stable
hybrid zones, recent range expansion, or temporally
varying admixture rates (e.g. due to human activity or
climate variation) (Phillips-Conroy & Jolly 1986; Jolly
1993; Alberts & Altmann 2001; Tung et al. 2008; Jolly
et al. 2011). More powerful population genomic data
sets can help resolve these alternatives by providing

insight into when and how often the parental taxa have
come into contact.
To do so here, we focused on a well-characterized
baboon hybrid zone located in the Amboseli basin of
southern Kenya. This population falls within a larger
hybrid zone that is thought to stretch along the long
boundary between yellow baboons (Papio cynocephalus)
and anubis baboons (P. anubis) in East Africa. Typically
for baboon hybrid zones, it occurs at the junction
between otherwise geographically distinct ranges.
Hybrids are both viable and fertile, and the parent taxa
are readily distinguishable based on phenotypic characteristics (Fig. 1) (Alberts & Altmann 2001; Charpentier
et al. 2012). However, unlike most other primate hybrid
zones, direct observations on the recent history of
admixture are available. Specifically, continuous monitoring of the Amboseli population began in 1971, when
observers reported a phenotypically uniform yellow
baboon population (Alberts & Altmann 2012). Anubis
immigrants began arriving in the Amboseli ecosystem
in 1982, producing a population that remains majority
yellow today, with approximately 1/3 of individuals
showing evidence of admixture (Samuels & Altmann
1986; Tung et al. 2008). By combining this information
with the extensive pedigree data from Amboseli
(Buchan et al. 2003; Alberts et al. 2006), we were therefore able to focus our genetic sampling on animals with
known recent ancestries (including both admixed and
putatively unadmixed yellow baboons).
The history of admixture in Amboseli is of particular
interest because of previous findings that raise questions about how the hybrid zone is maintained. In particular, both phenotypic assessment and earlier genetic
analyses indicate that the yellow–anubis hybrid zone
surrounding Amboseli is narrow, especially in comparison with the large geographic ranges of both parent
taxa (Charpentier et al. 2012). In combination with the
lack of clear geographic barriers to gene flow, the structure of the hybrid zone suggests a possible ecological
selection gradient or tension zone. However, both species are found in a wide variety of ecological conditions, no fitness costs to hybridization have yet been
documented, and some analyses in fact point to potential fitness benefits in the majority yellow groups in
Amboseli (Charpentier et al. 2008; Tung et al. 2012; but
see Ackermann et al. 2006 for evidence of nonadditive
effects on skeletal morphology in captive hybrids). Anubis ancestry is correlated with earlier maturation in both
male and female baboons (a likely fitness advantage in
growing populations, like Amboseli) (Charpentier et al.
2008) and, in males, is associated with an advantage in
mate competition (Tung et al. 2012). Hence, fitness costs
associated with mating behaviour, which are thought to
be important in maintaining another baboon hybrid
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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(A)

(B)

P. papio (Guinea)
P. anubis (anubis/olive)
P. hamadryas (hamadryas)
P. cynocephalus (yellow)
P. kindae (kinda)
P. ursinus (chacma)

Fig. 1 (A) Distribution of the six commonly recognized baboon allotaxa in Africa and Arabia [following (Zinner et al. 2013) and modified from a map created by Kenneth Chiou (CC BY 3.0 license)]. The region surrounding the yellow–anubis hybrid zone is demarcated by the yellow square; inset shows approximate sampling locations for the samples included here (see also Supplementary
Information). (B) Photographs of wild anubis (top left), yellow (top right), Amboseli yellow (lower left) and Amboseli hybrid (lower
right) adult male baboons. Diagrams above the photographs show morphological characteristics that differ between anubis and yellow baboons (e.g. pelage shape, head shape). Seven such characteristics are used for morphological ancestry scoring in the Amboseli
population (see Methods).

zone in Ethiopia (between hamadryas baboons,
Papio hamadryas and anubis baboons: Bergman & Beehner 2003; Sugawara 1979 but see Bergman et al. 2008 for
an alternative interpretation), do not appear to restrict
gene flow in Amboseli. The evolutionary processes that
account for this combination—active gene flow, a thriving hybrid population, but an apparently geographically constrained hybrid zone—remain unclear.
Understanding these processes will provide valuable
insight into the role of admixture in primate evolution.
To achieve this goal, we used a population genomic
strategy to investigate the history of admixture in
Amboseli prior to recent observations. Specifically, we
focused on patterns of genomewide genetic divergence
between yellow baboons, anubis baboons and individuals sampled in Amboseli, and on the distribution of
ancestry estimates (i.e. yellow vs. anubis ancestry)
within Amboseli animals. We were particularly interested in whether these patterns are most consistent
with: (i) recent secondary contact, suggesting that the
narrow hybrid zone and the phenotypic characteristics
of hybrids may be a consequence of recent anubis
range expansion; (ii) equilibrium rates of gene flow,
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

which would point to strong, as yet undetermined
selection pressures acting on either side of the hybrid
zone; or (iii) a more complex history of admixture,
which would suggest that ecological or demographic
factors drive varying rates of gene flow over time.
Below, we first describe the resources we generated to
pursue this analysis, including a new publicly available
genome assembly for yellow baboon and a novel composite likelihood method for estimating local ancestry
from low-coverage sequencing data. We then report the
results of applying this method to data generated from
Amboseli individuals.

Materials and methods
Genome assembly
Our primary goal was to evaluate the history of admixture in Amboseli by investigating the structure of local
ancestry tracts and shared variation between species.
Doing so required us to (i) assemble a reference genome
for yellow baboon (the current anubis baboon genome
assembly, Panu2.0, remains embargoed for population
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genomic analyses) and (ii) establish that yellow baboons
and anubis baboons are sufficiently genetically differentiated to perform local ancestry estimation using lowcoverage sequencing data.
DNA was extracted from a yellow baboon (SWY) that
was previously housed at the Southwest National Primate Research Center (individual 194811). Prior to
sequencing, its ancestry was confirmed by microsatellite
genotyping and comparison to previously characterized
yellow, anubis or hybrid populations (Fig. S1, Supporting information; Charpentier et al. 2012). We used this
sample to produce Illumina sequencing libraries with
seven different insert sizes, ranging from 175 bp to
14 kb, using standard protocols (Table 1). All samples
were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq platform, either
at the UCLA Neuroscience Genomics Core or at the
UCSF Genomics Core. Most of the total coverage (389)
came from the short insert libraries (175 bp or 400 bp
inserts), with the remaining 99 coming from long insert
mate-pair libraries (Table 1).
To produce the assembly, we trimmed low-quality
bases (quality score <17) from read ends using TRIMMOMATIC (Bolger et al. 2014) and then used Corrector_HA
from the SOAPEC tool set (v. 2.01) (Luo et al. 2012) to perform error correction (kmer size = 27, with kmer frequencies determined by KmerFreq_HA). Putative PCR
duplicates were removed using FASTUNIQ (Xu et al. 2012).
We then assembled the draft genome using SOAPDENOVO
(v. 2.04) (Luo et al. 2012), with a kmer size of 45. GAPCLOSER was used to fill in gaps created by the scaffolding
process, and scaffolds smaller than 500 bp in length
were removed. This resulted in a final assembly
(Pcyn1.0) with an N50 contig size of 28.9 kbp, an N50
scaffold size of 887 kbp, and an unknown base (N)
Table 1 Yellow baboon assembly coverage by each insert size

Insert size
used (bp)

Raw reads
(108 pairs)

Processed
reads
(108 pairs)

Proportion
unique

0 (SE)*
175
400
3000
4300
5800
10 000
14 000
Grand total

0
3.4
3.5
0.45
1.4
0.19
1.2
0.32

0.25
3.2
3.4
0.31
0.74
0.14
0.79
0.23

0.91
0.93
0.83
0.85
0.19
0.72
0.17

Coverage
0.8
17.8
19.0
1.6
3.8
0.2
3.4
0.2
46.8

*Represents reads in which only one end of the read pair was
retained after trimming low-quality bases; the ‘Processed
Reads’ and ‘Coverage’ entries for this row therefore reflect the
number and coverage contribution of single end reads, not
read pairs.

composition of 6.57% (Fig. S2, Supporting information).
In total, the scaffold length was 3.085 Gbp. Most of our
analyses used a subset of this assembly, consisting of the
16 158 scaffolds that were ≥1 kbp in length. To check the
coherency of the assembly, we used Cegma to search for
248 highly conserved genes. Of these genes, 95% were
found in at least a partial form, while 85% were found
in their entirety (Table S1, Supporting information).

Additional sequencing
We also generated 19.69 coverage sequence data from
one Amboseli animal (HAP) and low coverage (mean
2.099: Table S2, Supporting information) from 22 additional Amboseli individuals (all using 100-bp pairedend Illumina sequencing). Based on pedigree structure,
life history or morphological estimates, HAP and 10 of
the low-coverage samples were deemed to represent
putatively unadmixed yellow individuals, and nine
individuals were deemed known hybrids. Specifically,
the pedigree and life history data allowed us to estimate hybrid ancestry when an individual’s parents or
grandparents were known anubis immigrants or
hybrids, or when the individual’s ancestry could be
traced back on both lineages before the advent of recent
admixture (i.e. before 1982). For example, individual
60282’s mother was born in 1982 and was therefore
likely to be an unadmixed Amboseli yellow baboon.
Her father was born in 1988, and morphologically
assessed as unadmixed yellow; further, her paternal
grandmother was born in 1980, so also likely to be
unadmixed. In combination with a morphological score
for 60282 herself that was very close to ‘pure’ unadmixed yellow, we therefore assigned 60282 an a priori
estimate of 100% yellow ancestry. In contrast, 60326
was the son of a female assessed as unadmixed yellow
and an immigrant male assessed as ‘pure’ unadmixed
anubis. 60326 was therefore assigned an a priori estimate of 50% yellow ancestry.
Pedigree data for Amboseli were obtained through a
combination of direct observation (mother–offspring
relationships are known as a result of tracking pregnancies that end in the appearance of a dependent infant)
and microsatellite typing to assign paternity (Buchan
et al. 2003; Alberts et al. 2006). Morphological scores
were assigned in adulthood by experienced observers
based on scoring of seven different characteristics (coat
colour, body shape, hair length, head shape, tail length
and thickness, tail bend and muzzle skin) (Alberts &
Altmann 2001). Each characteristic was rated on a scale
from 0 (pure yellow) to 2 (pure anubis), and the mean
of each of the seven characteristics was assigned as the
score for the individual as a whole. When multiple
observers produced independent scores, we used the
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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grand mean of scores as the final score. In the analyses
reported here, we scaled morphological scores between
0 and 1 and inverted them so that higher numbers
reflect increasing yellow ancestry instead of anubis
ancestry. No morphological or pedigree information
was available for three individuals in the sample.
To estimate site-specific genomewide allele frequency
differences (important for local ancestry estimation,
below), we also performed low-coverage sequencing
(mean = 2.069) from 13 unadmixed anubis baboons (six
from the Washington National Primate Research Center,
WaNPRC, and seven from the Maasai Mara National
Reserve in Kenya) and nine unadmixed yellow baboons
from Mikumi National Park in Tanzania. WaNPRC
baboons are most likely descendants of wild-caught
individuals originally trapped by the Southwest Foundation for Research and Education (now Texas Biomedical Research Institute) near Darajani and Kibwezi,
Kenya (see also Text S1, Supporting information). All 22
libraries were generated in the same manner as the
Amboseli low-coverage short-read libraries.

Mapping and variant calling
All sequence reads, including the 23 Amboseli individuals (22 low coverage plus HAP), 22 unadmixed nonAmboseli individuals, the SWY individual and reads
downloaded for the anubis individual (SWA), were
mapped to the set of Pcyn1.0 scaffolds ≥500 bp in length
using the efficient short-read aligner bwa (bwa mem,
with minimum seed length of 20) (Li & Durbin 2009).
To identify genetic variants, we used the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK v. 3.3.0) to recalibrate base quality
scores, identify potential indels and realign reads
around indels (McKenna et al. 2010; DePristo et al.
2011). We removed putative PCR duplicates using
MarkDuplicates in Picard. Because there is no reference
variant database available for baboons, we performed
variant calling on read alignments without quality score
recalibration using GATK’s UnifiedGenotyper (discarding indels) and kept the set of single nucleotide variants
that passed the following hard filters: QD < 2.0;
MQ < 35.0; FS > 60.0; HaplotypeScore >13.0; MQRankSum < 12.5; and ReadPosRankSum < 8.0 (following
the strategy used in Snyder-Mackler et al. 2016; Tung
et al. 2015). All variants and genotypes were called in a
joint analysis of all samples. For subsequent analyses,
we filtered the set of 24.7 million raw variants further,
as described below.

Estimating heterozygosity and FST
For heterozygosity and FST estimation, we limited our
analysis to Pcyn1.0 scaffolds that were at least 1 kb in
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

length (n = 16 158, scaffolds, with a total length of
3.075 Gb and 2.873 Gb of called bases). We then filtered
the polymorphic sites to include only those with highquality genotype calls in each of the three high-coverage samples. Specifically, we required variants to be
biallelic SNPs with an overall variant level quality
(QUAL) score >50 and genotype quality (GQ) score ≥30
for each of the three samples. These criteria filtered out
~32.5% of putatively variable sites called by GATK. The
number of bases for which we had uniquely mapped
read data (i.e. nonzero coverage from uniquely mapped
reads) ranged from 2.59 to 2.63 Gb across the three
high-coverage samples. Thus, we estimated the total
length of the genome for which we could accurately
identify variable sites (i.e. the ‘accessible genome’) as
67.5% of the nonzero coverage for each sample. We
used these values in the denominator when calculating
per-base values of p. FST values were calculated using
the method of Hudson et al. (1992).

Local ancestry model
For local ancestry estimation, we restricted our analysis
to the first 200 kb of scaffolds that were at least 200 kb
in length (n = 3742 scaffolds; based on principal components projections, this more restricted data set loses little global information about ancestry: Fig. S3,
Supporting information). For each scaffold, we estimated yellow vs. anubis baboon ancestry for each
Amboseli individual using a modification of a previously described composite likelihood method (Wall
et al. 2011). We used this approach rather than existing
haplotype-based methods (e.g. Price et al. 2009) because
the generalization to genotype likelihoods is straightforward. Specifically, for each SNP passing the filters
described above, we estimated the allele frequencies in
the ancestral populations using the genotype likelihood
(PL) values generated by GATK as estimates of the
probabilities of each possible genotype. We used the 13
low-coverage WaNPRC and Maasai Mara baboons to
calculate allele frequencies for anubis baboon, and the
nine low-coverage Mikumi and the high-coverage SWY
baboon to calculate allele frequencies for yellow
baboon. We then filtered this set to retain only those
SNPs for which the difference in estimated allele frequencies between anubis and yellow was at least 0.2.
Without genotype uncertainty, the likelihood of an
ancestry assignment given the genotype data is simply
based on the probability of observing the (single, reliable) genotype if the proposed ancestry assignment
were correct, which is in turn based on the allele frequency estimates in the ancestral populations, p1 and
p2. To incorporate genotype uncertainty, we extended
the likelihood equation to incorporate the probability of
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2
X
j¼0

2
X
 
 
Pr Gj likðYi jGj Þ /
Pr Gj PrðGj jYi Þ
j¼0

where G is the genotype (a set of three possible values,
as genotypes are known with uncertainty), and j refers
to the number of alternate alleles in that genotype
(hence, G0 refers to a homozygous reference genotype,
G1 to a heterozygous genotype and G2 to a homozygous
alternate genotype). For example, the likelihood that an
individual carries two yellow ancestry alleles at a variable site is given by:
likðY0 jGÞ / PrðG0 Þp21 þ PrðG1 Þ2p1 ð1  p1 Þ
þ PrðG2 Þð1  p1 Þ2
To combine information across SNPs within each 200kb scaffold or scaffold segment, we constructed a composite likelihood by multiplying the probabilities of
observed genotypes across sites. While this approach
implicitly assumes that the information across sites is
independent (an unrealistic assumption), it should not
affect the relative ranking of likelihoods for the alternative configurations. Hence, we assigned the ancestral
configuration with the maximum composite likelihood
as the true ancestry for each scaffold-individual combination and tabulated the proportions of each ancestry
assignment across the 3742 scaffolds for each individual.

Additional local ancestry analyses
We assigned local ancestry estimates to 200-kb regions
in the real data, which are predicted to yield highly
accurate assignments based on our simulations. However, our simulation approach assumed that the true
local ancestry does not shift within a given region,
which is a reasonable assumption for relatively recent
admixture, but may not hold for 200-kb tracts if admixture is much older. To qualitatively assess the physical
scale over which local ancestry estimates change in the
actual data, we therefore subdivided the 200-kb regions
described above into two separate 100-kb regions and
estimated the local ancestry for each of these subregions
(using 100-kb regions is also likely to yield highly accurate ancestry assignments based on our simulations:
Fig. 2). We then tabulated the proportion of regions (for
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Accuracy (%)

80
75

To test the applicability of our composite likelihood
method to data of the type we generated, we ran simulations under a simple isolation–migration model using
the same sample size and (approximate) coverage levels
as in the actual data. We assumed a panmictic ancestral
population that split 0.99 Ne generations ago into two
equal-sized daughter populations that remained completely isolated until the present day. This divergence
time was chosen as it produces an average FST of 0.33,
consistent with the measured FST between the highcoverage anubis and yellow baboons from SNPRC
(SWY vs. SWA). Each population was assigned a
per-base pair value of h = q = 0.0018, with h again
based roughly on the parameter estimates for the nonAmboseli high-coverage individuals. We then estimated

100

Simulations to assess the accuracy of local ancestry
estimation

90

likðYi jGÞ ¼

population-specific allele frequencies from 13 simulated
anubis individuals, each with an average sequencing
depth of 29, and from 10 simulated yellow individuals
[nine with an average coverage of 29 and one with
high coverage (309)]. We assumed a Poisson-distributed number of reads covering each site and used typical
PL values from GATK for these coverage levels and
allelic configurations (i.e. the typical PL values given
specific numbers of reads supporting the reference or
the alternate allele). We then performed local ancestry
estimation as described above on additional low-coverage genomes sampled from the simulated daughter
populations and tabulated the accuracy of our method
as a function of the size of the region we interrogated,
over 2000 replicate simulations. Finally, we compared
the results obtained from our genotype likelihood
method with a simpler version that assumes that the
most likely genotype at each SNP is the true genotype.

85

observing each of the three possible genotypes (given
the proposed ancestry assignment), weighted by the
probability that the genotype itself was correct. Specifically, assuming that GATK’s PL values accurately
reflect the true genotype probabilities, we calculated the
likelihood of each potential ancestry assignment, Yi
(where i corresponds to the number of alleles of yellow
ancestry, and i = {0,1,2}) as:

0

50

100

150

200

Region size (kb)
Fig. 2 Accuracy of the low-coverage, local ancestry composite
likelihood method as a function of the size of the region under
consideration, based on simulated data.
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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each individual) where these local ancestry estimates
were discordant.
The length of local ancestry tracts is also informative
about the history of admixture. Because of the fragmented nature of our yellow baboon assembly, our ability to make use of this information for the whole
genome was limited. However, to provide some idea of
this distribution for the largest scaffolds in the assembly
(17 scaffolds >4 Mb in length), we also modified our
local ancestry estimation procedure to estimate ancestry
block boundaries from larger contiguous regions using
a previously described heuristic method (Wall et al.
2011). Briefly, we estimated local ancestry for 200-kb
windows centred on every variable site. Then, for each
SNP, we used majority rule on all windows containing
that SNP to make an ancestry call (i.e. 0, 1 or 2 alleles
with yellow baboon ancestry) for that SNP. To reduce
edge effects, we required the estimated boundaries to
be at least 100 kb away from the edges of the scaffold.

Allele sharing across samples
To investigate shared polymorphisms and fixed differences between the Amboseli yellow high-coverage individual (HAP) and the high-coverage anubis individual
(SWA), we used the same 200-kb regions as in the local
ancestry analysis. We then tabulated the number of private polymorphisms (sites that were polymorphic in
one individual but not the other, P1 and P2 for HAP
and SWA, respectively), shared polymorphisms (sites
that were polymorphic in both individuals, S) and fixed
differences (sites that were monomorphic in both individuals, but for different bases, F) between HAP and
SWA. Recent selective sweeps lead to a reduction in
diversity around the selected site. To exclude regions
that may have been recently swept, we required
P1 > 20, P2 > 20 and (S + F) > 50 (i.e. regions that
retained high diversity levels in both species). This filter
eliminated 925 regions from our analysis, resulting 2817
remaining regions.
We used an approximate summary likelihood
approach for investigating the probability of observing
the true distribution of S/(S + F) values under a specific evolutionary model, using the mean and variance as
summary statistics. Qualitatively, summary likelihood
replaces high-dimensional sequence data with one or
more summary statistics, then uses maximum likelihood (on the summarized data) to estimate parameter
values. Summary likelihood approaches have been used
for some time in population genetics (e.g. Fu & Li 1997;
Weiss & von Haeseler 1998) and can be thought of as
the frequentist analogue of Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC: Beaumont et al. 2002; Tavare et al. 1997).
Specifically, we compared our data to a simple
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

isolation–migration model, in which a panmictic ancestral population splits at time T into two panmictic
descendant populations, connected by symmetric
migration rate M to the present day. We note that when
T is arbitrarily large, this model is equivalent to an
equilibrium island model. All three populations were
assumed to be the same size. Because there is no finescale recombination map available for baboons, we used
the recombination rate distribution described for
humans. Specifically, we binned the HapMap YRI
recombination rates into nonoverlapping 200-kb windows, ordered them by increasing value, and split them
into 10 equal groups. We then calculated the average
scaled recombination rate q (=4Ner) for each decile
(Table S3, Supporting information). Our simulations
drew on equal proportions of each of these 10 recombination rate classes. To assess the robustness of our
results to errors in these assumptions, we also tested a
range of recombination rates with distribution
proportional to the decile averages shown in Table S3
(Supporting information). Using the simple isolation–
migration model described above, our model has three
freely varying parameters (T, M, k), where T is in units
of 4N generations, M = 4Nm (where m is the migration
rate per generation), and the scaled recombination rate
for each decile is k multiplied by the numbers in
Table S3 (Supporting information). We simulated over a
grid of values, with increments of 0.01 for T, 0.05 for M
and 0.025 for k. For each parameter combination, we
simulated 112 680 discrete 200-kb regions (i.e. 40 for
each of the 2817 actual regions). We used the ‘fixed S’
methodology (Hudson 1993) and tabulated S/(S + F)
for each simulation. Then, we repeatedly sampled one
simulation for each actual region and tabulated the
mean and variance of the distribution of S/(S + F) values. The approximate likelihood of the data was estimated as the proportion of resamplings with mean and
variance roughly equal to the observed values:
0.366 < mean < 0.372, and 0.099 < variance < 0.101. We
performed 106 resamplings for each parameter combination. Finally, after estimating the likelihood surface,
we constructed a profile likelihood for k, using standard
asymptotic maximum-likelihood assumptions to estimate confidence intervals and linear interpolation of log
likelihoods for different values of k.

Results
Genome assembly and genomewide genetic
differentiation between yellow baboons and anubis
baboons
We generated a reference genome from a high-coverage
(479) whole-genome sequencing data set from a
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presumably unadmixed yellow baboon from Southwest
National Primate Research Center (SWY; see Materials
and Methods, Appendix S1, Supporting information,
and Table 1). Specifically, we used a combination of
short insert paired-end and long insert mate-pair reads
to assemble a 33 203 scaffold (217 877 contig) yellow
baboon assembly (Pcyn1.0) using SOAPDENOVO v 2.04
(Luo et al. 2012). The final assembly, restricted to scaffolds >500 bp in length, contained 3.09 Gbp, with an
N50 scaffold size of 887 kb (for comparison, the N50
scaffold size for Panu2.0 is 529 kb). We used the subset
of Pcyn1.0 scaffolds that were >1 kb in length for all
subsequent analyses, except where noted.
To evaluate levels of population differentiation
between yellow and anubis baboons, we augmented the
data set with two other higher coverage data sets: (i)
short-read data from an Amboseli yellow baboon whom
pedigree and morphological assessment indicated was
free of recent admixture (HAP: 19.69 mean coverage;
Table S2, Supporting information); and (ii) short-read
data from an olive baboon (SWA) available from
NCBI’s Short Read Archive (21.49 mean coverage;
Table S2, Supporting information). Genetic diversity
levels (p) for each of these three individuals (based on
~15 million variants called on scaffolds that were at
least 1 kb in length) were consistent with estimates
based on much smaller data sets (Tung et al. 2009; Boissinot et al. 2014), with p equal to 0.206% in the anubis
individual (SWA), 0.210% in the SNPRC yellow individual (SWY) and 0.251% in the Amboseli animal (HAP).
We also found substantial genomewide differentiation
between yellow and anubis baboons in this set, with
FST equal to 0.23 in the HAP vs. SWA comparison and
0.33 in the SWY vs. SWA comparison. Importantly, simulation results indicate that this level of differentiation
should provide excellent power to identify local ancestry tracts using the approach developed here (Fig. 2;
see below).

Local ancestry estimation
Our previously described composite likelihood method
(Wall et al. 2011) performs local ancestry estimation by
calculating the relative likelihood of each possible
ancestry configuration (here, 0, 1 or 2 alleles of yellow
baboon ancestry) across a genomic window that contains genetically differentiated sites. This method
assumes that genotypes are called with certainty, such
that ancestry configuration likelihoods depend only on
the probability of sampling a genotype from each ancestral population (i.e. the ancestral allele frequencies). To
extend our method to accommodate genotypes called
with uncertainty, we therefore modified the likelihood
equations to weight the genotype sampling probabilities

by the probability of each possible genotype call (i.e.
homozygous reference, heterozygous or homozygous
alternate), using the genotype likelihood information
generated as part of the Genome Analysis Toolkit pipeline (McKenna et al. 2010; DePristo et al. 2011).
Results based on simulations indicate that, given a
genomewide FST = 0.33, a scaled mutation rate of
h = 1.8/kb and a mean 29 sequencing depth (i.e. properties similar to our real data sets, Table S2, Supporting
information), this method assigns local ancestry almost
perfectly for any tract length ≥100 kb (Fig. 2; notably, in
post hoc simulations we found that simply treating the
most likely genotype call as correct produces almost
equivalent results with these parameters, suggesting
that accurate local ancestry estimation may be possible
with even lower coverage data, or in species with lower
levels of divergence). We therefore generated ~29 genomewide coverage from an additional 13 anubis
baboons, nine non-Amboseli yellow baboons and 22
Amboseli baboons (nine putatively admixed, 10 putatively unadmixed and three unknown, based on pedigree data and morphological assessment, Table S4,
Supporting information) and retained all reads that
mapped to the first 200 kb of large scaffolds for subsequent analysis. After performing genotype calling and
allele frequency estimation in GATK, we retained only
those variants (~2.1 million, an average of 562 per 200kb region) that exhibited a difference in allele frequencies ≥0.2 between anubis and non-Amboseli yellow
individuals. We then estimated yellow vs. anubis ancestry in each Amboseli animal (including the high-coverage HAP genome) for 3742 discrete 200-kb regions of
the genome, using the composite likelihood approach.
Global ancestry estimates based on the local ancestry
results (i.e. the total proportion of yellow baboon ancestry in each individual) were strongly correlated with
both morphological assessments of ancestry (based on
scoring of seven ancestry-informative features:
r2 = 0.724, P = 2.27 9 104) (Alberts & Altmann 2001),
and ‘a priori’ estimates (based on combined pedigree,
life history and morphological data for the ancestors of
sampled individuals: r2 = 0.899, P = 2.23 9 109)
(Fig. 3, Table S4, Supporting information). In other
words, individuals that either had known anubis ancestors or were scored as morphologically more anubis-like
also carried more 200-kb stretches of anubis or mixed
anubis-yellow ancestry (Table S4, Supporting information). Surprisingly, however, our results suggest that
even putatively unadmixed Amboseli individuals carry
a substantial proportion of anubis ancestry, ranging
from 12 to 26% (primarily in mixed ancestry states).
Given that our simulations indicate nearly perfect performance of our method for large ancestry tracts
(Fig. 2), these results likely reflect a true biological
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Fig. 3 Estimated yellow baboon ancestry
from the low-coverage composite likelihood method agrees well with (A) a priori ancestry estimates (based on pedigree
and life history data: r2 = 0.899,
P = 2.23 9 109) and (B) morphological
scores (r2 = 0.724, P = 2.27 9 104).
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pure anubis ancestry. At regions estimated to be of anubis ancestry, FST between HAP and SWY is much
higher than between HAP and SWA (0.335 vs. 0.038),
while at regions estimated to be of yellow ancestry, the
pattern is reversed (0.07 vs. 0.409). Further, in scaffolds
estimated to be of mixed ancestry, heterozygosity is
greatly elevated relative to scaffolds estimated to be of
pure ancestry (Fig. 4). Notably, within-species FST
between the admixing anubis baboons and SWA is low
(FST = 0.038 based on the segments of HAP’s genome
inferred to be homozygous anubis) compared with the
estimated FST between anubis and yellow baboons.
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signal, consistent with a history of admixture prior to
the start of direct monitoring in 1971. Based on these
results, we hypothesize that there has been occasional
or intermittent gene flow between yellow and anubis
baboons over thousands of generations, which would
explain why the excess of anubis ancestry is found
across all studied individuals.
In support of this possibility, we estimated that HAP,
a putatively unadmixed Amboseli animal, carries a genome with 19% anubis ancestry. Specifically, the composite likelihood method partitioned his genome into 67.6%
pure yellow ancestry, 26.1% mixed ancestry and 6.3%
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Fig. 4 The putatively yellow Amboseli baboon HAP exhibits a signature of historical admixture. (A) FST levels between HAP and the
SWY yellow baboon (yellow line) are low in regions inferred as homozygous yellow but high in regions of the genome inferred as
homozygous anubis; the pattern is reversed for FST comparisons between HAP and the SWA anubis baboon (green line). Genetic
diversity in HAP is highest in regions of mixed ancestry (dashed grey line). (B–D) Principal components projections of genotype data
on scaffolds where HAP is estimated to have homozygous yellow ancestry group him with other yellow baboons (B), but genotype
data from scaffolds where HAP has heterozygous or homozygous anubis ancestry group him with hybrids (C) and anubis baboons
(D), respectively. Colours depict a priori ancestry assignments based on population of origin or, for Amboseli, pedigree, life history
and morphological scores (see Methods and Table S2, Supporting information); shapes show population of origin. Note that –PC1
and –PC2 are plotted on the x- and y-axes of (B) to maintain visual consistency with (C, D).
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and fixed differences (F) between the higher coverage
HAP and SWA (unadmixed anubis) individuals. Specifically, we looked at the distribution of S/(S + F) across
2817 discrete 200-kb windows of the genome (a subset
of those used to estimate local ancestry, after eliminating windows that may have been affected by recent
selective sweeps: see Materials and Methods, Table S6,
Supporting information). This statistic is related to FST:
low values of S/(S + F) correspond to high values of
FST and high levels of differentiation, while high values
of S/(S + F) correspond to low values of FST and low
levels of differentiation. However, unlike FST, this
approach reduces the potentially confounding effects of
variation in within-population heterozygosity.
We plotted the distribution of S/(S + F) values for
the actual data and compared it to distributions produced under a simple isolation–migration model and
an equilibrium island model (Fig. 5). While the means
of the distributions are all roughly the same (0.369), the
variances differ substantially. Specifically, the actual
data have a much larger variance (0.100) than either of
the simulated data sets (0.043 and 0.049 for the isolation–migration and island models, respectively), with
an excess of regions that exhibit higher and lower levels
of genetic differentiation than expected under both simulated models. This difference suggests that our data
arose from a demographic history inconsistent with
these simple models. It also is unlikely to be accounted
for by assumptions about the underlying recombination
rate or the confounding effects of natural selection (see
Discussion below). While it is beyond the scope of this
study to systematically examine more complicated
models of demography, our simulations suggest that
models of isolation followed by secondary contact can
produce S/(S + F) distributions with mean and variance roughly the same as what we observed (see for

Frequency

HAP’s father has an estimated birth year of 1974,
long before the onset of recent admixture in 1982, as
were the birth years for both his maternal grandmother
(b. 1969) and all possible candidate maternal grandfathers; further, of the four most likely maternal grandfathers, three were previously assessed as genetically
similar to other Amboseli yellow baboons (Tung et al.
2008). Thus, while it is possible that HAP’s maternal
grandfather was admixed if he immigrated to Amboseli
from a different, previously admixed population, this
scenario appears unlikely. Combined with the observation that HAP’s genome includes regions of homozygous anubis ancestry (i.e. inherited from both maternal
and paternal lines), our data indicate that HAP is unlikely to be the product of recent admixture alone.
Instead, the anubis component of his genome is likely
to reflect, at least in part, a residual signature of admixture prior to the wave that began in 1982.
In principle, additional information on the timing of
admixture can be obtained by examining the distribution of ancestry tract lengths—the impact of intragenic
recombination means that older admixture will lead to
smaller ancestry tracts (e.g. Gravel 2012). Although the
fragmented nature of our yellow baboon assembly limits our ability to evaluate the genome-wide distribution,
we performed two additional analyses to qualitatively
assess ancestry tract size within the Amboseli animals
we sequenced. First, for the 3 742 200-kb regions analysed above, we separately estimated local ancestry for
the first 100 kb and the last 100 kb. In the majority of
cases (mean 77.6%  3.01%), ancestry estimates agreed
between these subregions. However, for an appreciable
percentage of regions (17–31%: Table S5, Supporting
information), assignments were discordant, suggesting
that local ancestry tract lengths are, overall, generally
quite short (e.g. <1 Mb). Second, we modified our local
ancestry estimation method to identify the boundaries
of ancestry tracts for the 17 scaffolds that were >4 Mb
in length. The mean ancestry tract length varied
between 233 and 421 kb across the 23 Amboseli individuals in our study (Table S5, Supporting information).
While we cannot convert these lengths into genetic distances without a high-resolution genetic map, our
results are broadly consistent with a demographic history of the Amboseli baboons that includes a substantial
amount of admixture between yellow and anubis
baboon ancestors hundreds of generations ago.
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Finally, we used an orthogonal approach to examining
the history of admixture in the Amboseli baboons,
based on the numbers of shared polymorphisms (S)

Fig. 5 Distribution of S/(S + F) values for the actual data (representing a comparison of HAP and SWA), an isolation–migration model (T = 0.52 Ne generations) and an equilibrium island
model (M = 1.58). The actual data show an enrichment of low
and high S/(S + F) values relative to the predictions of both
alternative models.
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example Fig. S4, Supporting information). However,
because a secondary contact model has four parameters
and is used to estimate only two summary statistics,
many parameter combinations can produce the same
results. Thus, a different type of analysis (e.g. one with
more summary statistics) would be necessary to estimate demographic parameters under more complex
(and more realistic) models.

Discussion
Together, our findings provide considerable new insight
into the history of admixture and hybridization in this
well-studied hybrid zone. Specifically, they extend the
record of hybridization in the last three decades to
include a longer history of admixture in the past—distant enough so that Amboseli animals phenotypically
group with other yellow baboons, but with a residual
impact that still contributes substantially to genetic variation in the population today. This result rejects a
hypothesis based only on recent contact between these
two species and combines with our simulation results to
suggest that the history of yellow–anubis hybridization
in east Africa is more complex than the simple isolation–migration or equilibrium models we tested. Hence,
the transition from a phenotypically yellow population
to an admixed population observed in the 1980s may be
representative of a dynamic process that has occurred
in this region multiple times before. This process would
produce animals that we today recognize as Amboseli
yellow baboons, but whose genomes are mosaics of
regions inherited from anubis or yellow baboon ancestors. This leads to greater heterogeneity in patterns of
population differentiation across the genome than the
more uniform structure expected under models that
propose consistent rates of admixture once admixture
starts occurring. Indeed, our data support the hypothesis that the ‘ibean’ morphotype of yellow baboons, of
which the Amboseli baboons are often presented as the
type example, originated from ancient admixture
between anubis baboons and baboons of the ‘typical’
yellow morphotype (found to the east and south of
Amboseli, including in Mikumi) (Jolly 1993). Our ability
to estimate the timing of these admixture events is currently limited by the lack of a high-quality chromosomal
assembly and sufficient data to perform haplotype phasing. As these resources come online, it should be possible to use complementary analyses (e.g. based on
haplotype sharing, genomewide ancestry block length
or sequential Markovian coalescent methods: Gravel
2012; Schiffels & Durbin 2014) to reconstruct the history
of admixture in this region in greater detail.
We note that our conclusions are based in part on a
demographic interpretation for the mismatch between
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

our actual data and the predictions of the island equilibrium and isolation–migration models. We favour this
interpretation over two other possibilities—the confounding effects of natural selection and substantial
error in our recombination rate parameters—for the following reasons. First, pervasive natural selection could
explain the excess of high divergence regions we
observed if selective sweeps have been very common in
one or both species; long-term balancing selection, on
the other hand, could explain low divergence regions
characterized by high levels of shared polymorphism.
This explanation is unlikely because we explicitly
removed from our analysis regions that were more consistent with recent selective sweeps; furthermore, longlived balancing selection is thought to be quite rare
(Leffler et al. 2013). Second, while it is theoretically possible that recombination rates in baboons are extremely different from recombination rates in humans (we used
information from the YRI HapMap population here),
they would have to be approximately five times smaller
in baboons, on a per generation basis, to explain our
results (the ratio of baboon to human recombination
rates, k, would need to fall in a 95% CI between 0.17 and
0.23, Fig. S5, Supporting information). This would contradict the standard belief that one crossover per chromosome arm per generation is needed for proper
segregation of chromosomes during meiosis. Analogous
simulations for SWY and SWA produced low recombination estimates as well (95% CI for k: 0.21–0.37), suggesting
that historical gene flow between yellow and anubis
baboons is not confined to the Amboseli population.
By excluding both a single episode of secondary contact and equilibrium rates of gene flow, our results help
to refine the set of scenarios that could explain the collection of genomic and phenotypic observations emerging from the Amboseli hybrid zone. They suggest that
either the hybrid zone has moved over time, producing
changing rates of hybridization within Amboseli’s geographical bounds; that hybridization rates have temporally varied within a stable hybrid zone; or a
combination of both. Both scenarios seem plausible, as
researchers working in several primate hybrid zones
have described changes in admixture rates even over
the course of a few decades (Phillips-Conroy & Jolly
1986; Detwiler 2002). Possible explanations include
anthropogenic activity, which can affect dispersal rates
and the relative availability of conspecific vs.
heterospecific mates; climatic variation, which can affect
selection pressure on hybrids if the parent species are
ecologically differentiated; or differences in social and
demographic conditions, which provide varying opportunities for heterospecific immigrants to succeed.
Indeed, previous studies in both Amboseli and the
Awash hybrid zone in Ethiopia suggest that the mating
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behaviour (and, in Awash, the overall reproductive success) of hybrids and heterospecific baboons is highly
dependent on the demographics of the groups to which
they belong (Bergman et al. 2008; Tung et al. 2012). This
raises the intriguing possibility (previously suggested
for bird hybrid zones, but untested in group living,
socially complex primates) that varying ecological conditions may indirectly affect hybrid zone dynamics by
influencing dominance and mating-related traits in an
ancestry-dependent manner (Harr & Price 2014). A key
outstanding question in this case is whether phenotypic
differences between anubis and yellow baboons are
indeed related to ecological specialization.
A strength of the Amboseli system is that such
hypotheses can be tested through direct observations
of living hybrids, thus providing insight into the phenotypic traits responsible for genomic signatures of
admixture. In addition, the large FST values separating
yellow and anubis baboons, the rich set of phenotypic
data for this population and the presence of multigenerational hybrids suggest the utility of this system for
admixture mapping more generally. Baboons are one
of the most important nonhuman primate models for
human physiology, disease and behaviour (Rogers &
Hixson 1997; Jolly 2001). They exhibit similar patterns
of ageing, obesity, cardiovascular disease and vulnerability to socially induced stressors (Rogers & Hixson
1997; Comuzzie et al. 2003; Bronikowski et al. 2011;
Archie et al. 2014). Further, they also exhibit traits of
interest to human health, such as resistance to endotoxins that cause sepsis (Zurovsky et al. 1987; von
B€
ulow et al. 1992; Haudek et al. 2003), which lie far
outside the human phenotypic spectrum. Previous
work has shown that, controlling for background kinship and population structure, the power to identify
expression quantitative trait loci in Amboseli outstrips
the power to map eQTL in a genetically diverse
human population (Tung et al. 2015). Our finding that
local ancestry tracts can be assigned with high confidence from low-coverage data opens the door to additional strategies for understanding complex trait
genetics in wild primates—a topic that we currently
know almost nothing about.
Finally, we present several new tools and resources of
more general interest to the research community. Indeed,
recent phylogenies for Papio indicate that yellow baboons
and anubis baboons are among the most distantly related
of the currently recognized baboon species, with an estimated divergence time ~1–2 million years ago (Zinner
et al. 2013; Boissinot et al. 2014). Thus, the draft yellow
baboon assembly we produced here should complement
the fully assembled and annotated anubis baboon genome that is soon to be released. If existing estimates hold,
yellow baboons may be among the most genetically

diverse of the baboon species as well (Boissinot et al.
2014), meaning that the data sets we generated will help
capture a substantial fraction of the genetic diversity
within the genus. Notably, we identified a large set of
putative high and low divergence regions separating
anubis and Amboseli yellow baboons that could be
indicative of a past history of selection (Table S6, Supporting information). Combining this information with
gene and functional element annotations could therefore
shed considerable new light on targets of recent adaptation (or long-term balancing selection) in African
savanna-dwelling primates—the environment in which
our own ancestors also evolved (Jolly 2001).
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